The present invention relates to a JYB-based barter transaction platform. On the platform, trades between sellers and buyers are denominated in JYB, which is used to settle all objects and services purchased or sold on the platform. The JYB is a trade measuring currency instead of a circulation currency, and cannot be directly exchanged with a circulation currency. Only when the amount of JYB is insufficient during a trade, can the JYB difference be supplemented by a circulation currency at the conversion rate; in the case of regular settlement of circulation currency, the barter transaction platform collects the amount of circulation currency it has received and refund it to users by the conversion rate. JYB can replace any circulation currency to achieve real-time barter trade.
The present invention relates to a JYB-based barter transaction platform, an aspect in the field of finance and e-commerce.

With the development of mobile Internet technologies, transaction platforms often have their digital currencies.

I. Existing digital currencies and their defects are enumerated as follows:

1. Forms of existing digital currencies are enumerated as follows:

   1.1 Currencies generated by a preset program in computers, for example, bitcoin;
   1.2 Currencies generated by exchanging from any circulation currency (i.e., the fiat money of a country), for example: Alipay, Wechat balance, etc.
   1.3 Any amount of circulation currency encrypted by any encryption technology to help online settlement, for example: balance in any online banking or bank App;
   1.4 Any digital currency developed in a way similar to the distributed ledger system used for bitcoin, and intended to replace paper money;
   1.5 In-game virtual coins, usually used to purchase virtual goods in games and can be bought with circulation currency.

2. Defects of existing digital currencies are enumerated as follows:

   2.1 If a digital currency generated by computers, as cited in the Example 1.1, cannot be linked to a circulation currency as a carrier, its value will be only limited to a small group.
   2.2 The digital currencies of Example 1.2-1.4 are only different forms to represent circulation currencies although they have overcome some defects of paper money (such as high cost of printing, transportation and management, counterfeit money, security problem and difficulty in determining cash amount); however, they fail to overcome other defects of circulation currency (such as funds shortfall, high financing cost, triangle debt and financial risk that endanger enterprises) and illegal transaction, money laundering and speculative actions are produced when they are exchanged with cashes.
   2.3 The in-game virtual currency of the Example 1.5 only applies to transactions in games, not extensively used or popularized.

II. Existing barter transaction platforms and their defects are enumerated as follows:

1. Existing barter transaction platforms are enumerated as follows:

   1.1. Barter transaction platforms, for example: www.ewu.cc;
   1.2. Shopping transaction platforms, for example: Taobao, JD, eBay, Amazon, etc..

2. Defects of existing barter transaction platforms are enumerated as follows:

   2.1 Neither real time barter trading can be achieved nor can materials in urgent need be obtained;
   2.2 The existing payment methods for online sale are dependent of circulation currency and online sales have not overcome the defects of circulation currency;
   2.3 There are many risks in respect of, such as, international trade, exchange rate and foreign exchange management.

In accordance with the present invention, the previous defects can be overcome. The present invention relates to a JYB-based barter transaction platform. In the present invention, online real-time transaction can be achieved without any circulation currency and transaction is achieved in the form of shopping. On the platform, transactions between
To achieve the purposes, the present invention is technically planned as follows:

The present invention provides a JYB-based barter transaction platform, comprising multiple clients and a platform server, where:

- the multiple clients are connected to the platform server;
- the platform server comprises a database, an object exhibition module and a settlement module;
- the database stores the identity information of all users and information of all objects;
- the identity information includes the ID, name, address and contact details of each registered user;
- the object information include physical object and its pictures, specification, model, parameters, unit of measure, quantity, price, collateral and its pictures, specification, model, parameters, unit of measure, quantity, price, service and its unit of measure, quantity, price, names of debtor and creditor, and amount;
- the object exhibition module is configured to acquire the information of all users and objects from the database, send the same to clients and the clients display the received information in a preset manner; and
- the settlement module stores the JYB account of user, the JYB account for transit of the platform and the JYB account for service fee of the platform; the JYB account of user contains the ID, JYB balance, credit limit, credit balance, collateral limit and collateral balance of the user; the JYB account for transit of the platform contains the JYB balance owned by the platform; the JYB account for service fee of the platform contains the service fee balance denominated in JYB of the platform.

Preferably, the barter transaction platform includes an online banking server:

- The online banking server is connected to the platform server; and
- The online banking server stores the circulation currency account of user, the circulation currency account for transit and the circulation currency account for service fee of the platform; the circulation currency account of user contains the ID of the user; the circulation currency account for transit of the platform stores the platform ID and circulation currency balance; the circulation currency account of the platform contains the Service fee ID.

Preferably, JYB is generated in the settlement module in accordance with the following rules:

- The user generates collateral balance denominated in JYB in the settlement module by using the collateral tradable asset amount;
- The user generates credit balance denominated in JYB in the settlement module by using its credit limit;
- The user generates JYB balance in the settlement module by using the amount owed to it as a creditor; and
- The user supplements JYB difference at the conversion rate by using an amount of circulation currency and then generates JYB balance in the settlement module.

Preferably, JYB is transferred out in the settlement module in accordance with the following rules:

- The JYB is a transaction measuring currency instead of a circulation currency, wherein the conversion rate of the JYB to a circulation currency is generated in the settlement module according to the price ratio of JYB reference country to other countries; the platform sets the ratio of JYB to the price of JYB reference country as 1:1; JYB cannot be directly exchanged for a circulation currency, only when the amount of JYB is insufficient during a transaction, can the JYB difference be supplemented at the conversion rate by a circulation currency. The regular settlement in each subsystem can only be denominated in the circulation currency of the country where the subsystem is designed for. Within a settlement cycle, the subsystem service fee denominated in the JYB is converted to the circulation currency and then deducted from the circulation currency account of the subsystem. In each subsystem, the remaining amount of circulation currency in that subsystem shall be returned to users according to the share of each user in the total amount of JYB.

Preferably, for the settlement module, JYB is transferred from an account in accordance with the following rules:

To transfer the fifth amount of JYB from the JYB account of user, first it is required to judge whether the JYB balance in the account is larger than the fifth amount. If so, the the fifth amount is deducted from the JYB balance; if not, the difference is deducted from the credit balance and collateral balance; when the sum of credit balance and collateral balance is insufficient, circulation currency is exchanged at the conversion rate to cover the difference.
Preferably, for the settlement module, JYB is transferred into an account in accordance with the following rules: To transfer the sixth amount of JYB into the JYB account of user, if the sum of credit balance and collateral balance in the account is equal to the sum of credit limit and collateral limit for the account, the sixth amount is transferred into the JYB balance of the account; if the sum of credit balance, collateral balance and the sixth amount is larger than the sum of credit limit and collateral limit, it is prioritized to increase the credit balance and collateral balance so that they are equal to credit limit and collateral balance respectively by use of the sixth amount, and the remaining part of the sixth amount is transferred to JYB balance of the six user.

Preferably, a physical object transaction between a seller and a buyer is processed in the settlement module in the following steps:

1. acquire the price of the physical object and record it as the seventh transaction price; calculate the seventh transaction service fee by use of the seventh transaction price;
2. transfer an amount of JYB equal to sum of the seventh transaction price and the seventh transaction service fee from the JYB account of buyer in accordance with the transfer rules, and transfer the same to the JYB account for transit of the platform as the deposit;
3. upon the transaction is completed, transfer an amount of JYB equal to difference between the seventh transaction price and the seventh transaction service fee from the JYB account for transit of the platform in accordance with the transfer-out rules, and transfer the same to JYB account of seller and transfer the remaining transaction deposit to the JYB account for service fee of the platform in accordance with the transfer-in rules.

Preferably, in the Step 2, when online banking server judges that the eighth amount of circulation currency is transferred from the circulation currency account of user in respect of the eighth ID to the circulation currency account for transit of the platform, the online banking server sends the eighth ID and the eighth amount to the settlement module; the settlement module transfers an amount of JYB equal to the quotient produced from division of the eighth amount and the conversion rate into the currency account of user in respect of the user ID by following the transfer-in rules;

Preferably, a collateral transaction between a seller and a buyer is processed in the settlement module in the following steps:

1. acquire the collateral value of the ninth user and record it as the ninth value;
2. transfer an amount of JYB equal to a certain ratio of the ninth value from the JYB account for transit of the platform, and transfer the same to the JYB account of the ninth user as the collateral balance;
3. set a price decrease cycle and price of collateral in each cycle is forced to be decreased from the last cycle at a certain discount; when the tenth user buys the collateral at the tenth value and if the tenth value is larger than or equal to collateral limit, the collateral limit of the tenth user becomes zero and the difference between the tenth value and the tenth transaction service fee is transferred into the JYB account of the tenth user; if the tenth value is smaller than the collateral limit, the difference by deducting the tenth value and the tenth transaction service fee from the collateral limit is transferred from the account of the ninth user in accordance with the transfer-out rules and then the same is transferred to the JYB account for transit of the platform in accordance with transfer-in rules; if the collateral is not transacted within one year, go to step 4
4. transfer an amount of JYB equal to the collateral limit JYB account of the ninth user, and transfer the same to the JYB account for transit of the platform; the collateral cannot be used for charge again.

Preferably, a service transaction between a seller and a buyer is processed in the settlement module in the following steps:

1. acquire the price of the service and record it as the eleventh transaction price; calculate the eleventh transaction service fee by use of the eleventh transaction price;
2. upon the transaction is completed, transfer an amount of JYB equal to sum of the eleventh transaction price and the eleventh transaction service fee from the JYB account of buyer by following the transfer-out rules as the transaction deposit;
3. transfer an amount of JYB equal to difference between the eleventh transaction price and the eleventh transaction service fee to the JYB account of seller by following the transfer-in rules; upon the transaction is completed, transfer the remaining transaction deposit to the JYB account for service fee of the platform subject to the transfer-in rules.

Preferably, a debt transaction between a debtor and a creditor is processed in the settlement module in the following steps:
Step 1: acquire the price of the debt and record it as the twelfth transaction price; calculate the twelfth transaction service fee by use of the twelfth transaction price;
Step 2: upon the transaction is completed, transfer an amount of JYB equal to sum of the twelfth transaction price and the twelfth transaction service fee from the JYB account of debtor by following the transfer-out rules as the transaction deposit;
Step 3: transfer an amount of JYB equal to difference between the twelfth transaction price and the twelfth transaction service fee to the JYB account of the creditor by following the transfer-in rules; upon the transaction is completed, transfer the remaining transaction deposit to the JYB account for service fee of the platform subject to the transfer-in rules.

Preferably, when the thirteenth user intends to transfer the credit balance from the settlement module 23, it needs to deposit an object amount, collateral amount or service amount which is not less than credit balance into the database 21; when the thirteenth user intends to transfer the collateral balance from the settlement module 23, it needs to deposit an object amount, collateral amount or service amount which is not less than collateral balance into the database 21; otherwise, the credit balance or collateral balance is transferred from JYB account of the thirteenth user in accordance with the transfer-in rules into the JYB account for transit of the platform.

Preferably, the settlement module 23 calculates the total amount of circulation currency received by each sub-system in a settlement cycle, the total amount of service fee received by the platform in a settlement cycle, and the total amount of JYB balance of the fourteenth user upon the settlement, and calculates the amount of circulation currency to be refunded to the fourteenth user by using the following rules and formulas:

Each circulation currency based sub-system settles each circulation currency. During the settlement, service fee denominated in JYB collected by the platform is prioritized. All service fees are exchanged to the circulation currency at the conversion rate, and the remaining amount of circulation currency, set as the fourteenth value, are settled with the users in question.

The amount of circulation currency be refunded to the fourteenth user = the fourteenth value × (JYB balance of the fourteenth user / the total JYB balance of all the fourteenth users); send the ID and the amount of circulation currency to be refunded to the fourteenth user to the online banking server; when the circulation amount to be refunded to the fourteenth user is positive, the online banking server transfers the circulation amount to be refunded to the fourteenth user from the circulation currency account for transit of the platform and transfer the same to circulation currency account of the fourteenth user.

Preferably, regarding credit limit of the fifteenth user, the accumulated total amount of all objects sold in the platform within a cycle determines the increase of credit limit for the next cycle. After credit amount of the fifteenth user is transferred out, if the fifteenth user is unable to repay the amount within the preset cycle, the fifteenth user can apply for an extension; during the extension, collateral balance and credit balance of the fifteenth user are zero. JYB balance of the fifteenth user is automatically used to offset the transferred credit amount, credit balance and collateral balance of the fifteenth user cannot be recovered until the transferred credit amount is fully paid-up; upon the extension expires, if JYB balance of the fifteenth user is not used to offset the transferred credit amount, credit limit of the fifteenth user for the JYB becomes zero permanently.

Preferably, the collateral balance and credit balance transferred out by the sixteenth user is recorded as the sixteenth amount, if the sixteenth user fails to transfer the sixteenth amount within the extension in accordance with the transfer-in rules, the sixteenth user is regarded as a defaulter; then the sixteenth amount is transferred from the JYB account for service fee of the platform in the settlement module as the platform's supplementary amount and into the JYB account for transit of the platform in accordance with the transfer-in rules; the transferred the sixteenth amount is not used for settlement; when the sixteenth user transfers any amount of JYB into the platform, the sixteenth amount is automatically transferred into the JYB account for service fee in the settlement module to cover the previous preset amount in accordance with the transfer-in rules.

The present invention has the following benefits:
The present invention provides a JYB-based barter transaction platform. In the present invention, online real-time transaction in the form of shopping can be achieved without any circulation currency. On the platform, transactions between sellers and buyers are denominated in JYB, which is used to settle all objects and services purchased or sold on the platform. The JYB is a transaction measuring currency instead of a circulation currency, and cannot be directly exchanged with a circulation currency. Only when the amount of JYB is insufficient during a transaction, can the JYB difference be supplemented by a circulation currency at the conversion rate; in the case of regular settlement of a circulation currency, the barter transaction platform collects the amount of circulation currency it has received and refunds it by conversion rate to users. In the present invention, the circulation currency of each country is settled in its country, which can avoid risks about exchange rates and foreign exchange management.
Brief Description of the Drawings

[0021]

FIG 1 is an architecture diagram of the barter transaction platform as provided in the present invention; FIG 2 is a flow chart for a collateral transaction in the barter transaction platform as provided in the present invention (initial stage); FIG 3 is a flow chart of a collateral transaction in the barter transaction platform as provided in the present invention (object transaction stage); FIG 4 is a flow chart for a user credit transaction in the barter transaction platform as provided in the present invention; Where, 1-client; 2-platform server; 21-database; 22-object exhibition module; 23-settlement module; 3-online banking server

Description of the Preferred Embodiments

[0022] The present is further described with the use of specific embodiments.
[0023] The circulation currency mentioned in the present invention is the fiat currency of a country.
[0024] The present invention provides a JYB-based barter transaction platform, comprising multiple clients 1 and a platform server 2, where,

the multiple clients 1 are connected to the platform server 2;

the clients are used by users to log in.

the platform server 2 includes a database 21, an object exhibition module 22 and a settlement module 23;

the database 21 stores the identity information of all users and the information of all objects;

the identity information includes the ID, name, address and contact details for each registered user;

the object information include physical object and its pictures, specification, model, parameters, unit of measure, quantity, price, collateral and its pictures, specification, model, parameters, unit of measure, quantity, price, service and its unit of measure, quantity, price, names of debtor and creditor, and amount;

the object exhibition module 22 is configured to acquire the identity information of user and the information of object from the database 21, send the same to clients 1 and the clients 1 display the received information in a preset manner; and

the settlement module 23 stores the JYB account of user, the JYB account for transit of the platform and the JYB account for service fee of the platform; the JYB account of user contains the ID, JYB balance, credit limit, credit balance, collateral limit and collateral balance of the user; the JYB account for transit of the platform contains the JYB balance owned by the platform; the JYB account for service fee of the platform contains the service fee balance denominated in JYB of the platform.

[0025] ID is the unique code to identify a user.
[0026] JYB balance means the balance of a user on the platform. On the platform, all goods and services to be transacted are called objects and each object has a transaction price. On the platform, a credit limit is granted to each user, however, who may use a part of the credit limit, which requires a credit balance to be set for indicating the unused credit limit of user.
[0027] On the platform, the JYB balance, object price, credit limit and credit balance are denominated in JYB in the unit of yuan.
[0028] When the platform is being initialized, an ID will be set for each user whose JYB balance and credit limit are zero; after the credit limit of user is subsequently set, the credit balance is equal to the credit limit.
[0029] Optionally, the database also stores the identity verification codes of all users, and the identity verification code is used to verify the identity of a user.
[0030] To ensure the security of the platform server and data stored therein, the platform server can be based on distributed storage, cloud computation and data encryption, and the data stored therein (i.e., database) can be backed up in different locations.
[0031] Preferably, the barter transaction platform includes an online banking server 3:

The online banking server 3 is connected to the platform server 2;

The online banking server 3 stores the circulation currency account of user, the circulation currency account for transit of the platform and the circulation currency account for service fee of the platform; the circulation currency account of user contains the ID of the user; the circulation currency account for transit contains the platform ID and circulation currency balance; the circulation currency account for service fee of the platform contains the service fee ID.

[0032] Preferably, JYB is generated in the settlement module 23 in accordance with the following rules:
The user generates collateral balance denominated in JYB in the settlement module 23 by using the collateral tradable asset amount;
In other words, the user can obtain JYB by withdrawing its collateral balance.

[0033] The user generates credit balance denominated in JYB in the settlement module 23 by using its credit limit;
In other words, the user can obtain JYB by withdrawing its credit balance.
[0034] The user generates JYB balance in the settlement module 23 by using the amount of credit; and
The user supplements JYB difference at the conversion rate by using circulation currency and then generates JYB balance in the settlement module 23.

[0035] Take China as an example, the credit limit of an enterprise is set as 1% of registered capital of the enterprise;
and the credit limit of an individual is set as RMB 10,000. According to data published online at the end of 2014, China had 69,322,200 enterprises of all types, with a total registered capital of RMB 129.23 trillion, and 455 million individual credit cards were issued. With the setting rules of credit limits for enterprises and individuals, the register capital of RMB 129.23 trillion can generate a total credit limit of 1.2923 trillion for enterprises on the platform; assuming 100 individuals apply for credit limits, a total credit limit of RMB 1 trillion for individuals can be generated. In this way, by setting up charge on any tradable assets which are equivalent to the credit limits and not required to be valuated by third-party institutions, a total amount of 2.2923 trillion yuan (JYB) can be generated. On the platform, the credit limit and collateral limit of user can generate 4.5846 trillion yuan (JYB). Other methods for generating JYB are not further repeated. The example describes how much JYB can be generated.

[0036] Preferably, the JYB transaction rules of the settlement module 23 are as follows:
The JYB is a trade measuring currency instead of a circulation currency. With the price ratio of JYB reference country to other countries, the conversion rate of the JYB to a circulation currency is generated in the settlement module 23; the platform sets the ratio of JYB to the price of the JYB reference country as 1:1; JYB cannot be directly exchanged for a circulation currency, only when the amount of JYB is insufficient during a transaction, can the JYB difference be supplemented by a circulation currency at the conversion rate. The regular settlement in each subsystem can only be denominated in the circulation currency of the country where the subsystem is designed for. Within a settlement cycle, the subsystem service fee denominated in the JYB is converted to the circulation currency and then deducted from the circulation currency account of the subsystem. In each subsystem, the remaining amount of circulation currency in that subsystem shall be returned to users according to the share of user in the total amount of JYB.

[0037] Optionally, the JYB sets no debit interest and all objects are exhibited free of charge on the barter transaction platform.

[0038] Preferably, the JYB transfer-out rules of the settlement module 23 are as follows:
To transfer the fifth amount of JYB from the JYB account of user, first it is required to judge whether the JYB balance in the account is larger than the the fifth amount. If so, the the fifth amount is deducted from the JYB balance; if not, the difference is deducted from the credit balance and collateral balance; when the sum of credit balance and collateral balance is insufficient, circulation currency is exchanged at the conversion rate to cover the difference.

[0039] For example, for a user whose JYB balance is 100 yuan, credit balance is 50 yuan, collateral balance is 50 yuan, if the amount of JYB to be transferred out is 90 yuan (90 <100), the transfer is permitted and after such transfer, the JYB balance, credit balance and collateral balance become 10 yuan, 50 yuan and 50 yuan respectively; if the amount of JYB to be transferred-out is 110 yuan [110 >100, but 110 < (100+50+50)], the JYB balance of 100 yuan is completely transferred out, and the difference (i.e., 10 yuan) may be transferred out of either the credit balance or the collateral balance. For example, when the 10 yuan is transferred out of the credit balance, the result is that JYB balance, credit balance and collateral balance become 0 yuan, 40 yuan and 50 yuan, respectively. If the 210 yuan (JYB) is to be transferred out, [210 (100+50+50)], the user may supplement the 10 yuan difference with a circulation currency.

[0040] Preferably, for the settlement module 23, JYB is transferred into an account in accordance with the following rules:
To transfer the sixth amount of JYB into the JYB account of user, if the sum of credit balance and collateral balance in the account is equal to the sum of credit limit and collateral limit for the account, the sixth amount is transferred into the JYB balance of the account; if the sum of credit balance, collateral balance and the sixth amount is larger than the sum of credit limit and collateral limit, it is prioritized to increase the credit balance and collateral balance so that they are equal to credit limit and collateral balance respectively by use of the sixth amount, and the remaining part of the sixth amount is transferred to JYB balance of the six user.

[0041] For example, for a user whose JYB balance is 100 yuan, credit limit is 50 yuan, credit balance is 50 yuan collateral limit is 50 yuan and collateral balance is 50 yuan, if the amount of JYB to be transferred in is 100 yuan (because credit limit =credit balance, collateral limit =collateral balance), after such transfer, the JYB balance, credit limit, credit balance, collateral limit and collateral balance become 200 yuan, 50 yuan, 50 yuan, 50 yuan and 50 yuan respectively; When the JYB balance, credit limit, credit balance, collateral limit and collateral balance of user become 0 yuan, 50 yuan, 40 yuan, 50 yuan and 40 yuan, respectively, if the amount of JYB to be transferred in is 100 yuan (because credit
Following steps:

Preferably, a service trade between a seller and a buyer is processed in the settlement module 23 in the following steps:

Step 1: acquire the price of the physical object and record it as the seventh transaction price; calculate the seventh transaction service fee by use of the seventh transaction price;
Step 2: transfer an amount of JYB equal to sum of the seventh transaction price and the seventh transaction service fee from the JYB account of buyer in accordance with the transfer rules, and transfer the same to the JYB account for transit of the platform as the deposit;
Step 3: upon the trade is completed, transfer an amount of JYB equal to difference between the seventh transaction price and the seventh transaction service fee from the JYB account for transit of the platform in accordance with the transfer-out rules, and transfer the same to the JYB account of seller and transfer the remaining trade deposit to the JYB account for service fee of the platform in accordance with the transfer-in rules.

Preferably, a collateral trade between a seller and a buyer is processed in the settlement module 23 in the following steps:

Step 1: acquire the collateral value of the ninth user and record it as the ninth value;
Step 2: transfer an amount of JYB equal to a certain ratio of the ninth value from the JYB account for transit of the platform, and transfer the same to the JYB account of the the ninth user as the collateral balance;
Step 3: set a price decrease cycle and price of collateral in each cycle is forced to be decreased from the last cycle at a certain discount; when the tenth user buys the collateral at the tenth value and if the tenth value is larger than or equal to collateral limit, the collateral limit of the tenth user becomes zero and the difference between the tenth value and the tenth transaction service fee is transferred into the JYB account of the tenth user; if the tenth value is smaller than the collateral limit, the difference by deducting the tenth value and the tenth transaction service fee from the collateral limit is transferred from the account of the ninth user in accordance with the transfer-out rules and then the same is transferred to the JYB account for transit of the platform in accordance with transfer-in rules; if the collateral is not traded within one year, the step 4 is executed;
Step 4: transfer an amount of JYB equal to the collateral limit JYB account of the ninth user, and transfer the same to the JYB account for transit of the platform; the collateral cannot be used for charge again.

Preferably, a physical object trade between a seller and a buyer is processed in the settlement module 23 in the following steps:

Step 1: acquire the price of the physical object and record it as the seventh transaction price; calculate the seventh transaction service fee by use of the seventh transaction price;
Step 2: transfer an amount of JYB equal to sum of the seventh transaction price and the seventh transaction service fee from the JYB account of buyer in accordance with the transfer rules, and transfer the same to the JYB account for transit of the platform as the deposit;
Step 3: upon the trade is completed, transfer an amount of JYB equal to difference between the seventh transaction price and the seventh transaction service fee from the JYB account for transit of the platform in accordance with the transfer-out rules, and transfer the same to the JYB account of seller and transfer the remaining trade deposit to the JYB account for service fee of the platform in accordance with the transfer-in rules.

Preferably, in the Step 2, when online banking server 3 judges that the the eighth amount of circulation currency is transferred from the circulation currency account of user in respect of the eighth ID to the circulation currency account for transit of the platform, the online banking server 3 sends the eighth ID and the the eighth amount to the settlement module 23; the settlement module 23 transfers an amount of JYB equal to the quotient produced from the division of the the eighth amount and the conversion rate into the JYB account of user in respect of the user ID by following the transfer-in rules;

Preferably, a service trade between a seller and a buyer is processed in the settlement module 23 in the following steps:

Step 1: acquire the price of the service and record it as the eleventh transaction price; calculate the eleventh transaction service fee by use of the eleventh transaction price;
Step 2: upon the trade is completed, transfer an amount of JYB equal to sum of the eleventh transaction price and the eleventh transaction service fee from the JYB account of buyer by following the transfer-out rules as the trade deposit;
Step 3: transfer an amount of JYB equal to difference between the eleventh transaction price and the eleventh transaction service fee to the JYB account of seller by following the transfer-in rules; upon the trade is completed,
transfer the remaining trade deposit to the JYB account for service fee of the platform subject to the transfer-in rules.

[0048] Preferably, a debt trade between a debtor and a creditor is processed in the settlement module 23 in the following steps:

Step 1: acquire the price of the debt and record it as the twelfth transaction price; calculate the twelfth transaction service fee by use of the twelfth transaction price;

Step 2: upon the trade is completed, transfer an amount of JYB equal to sum of the twelfth transaction price and the twelfth transaction service fee from the JYB account of debtor by following the transfer-out rules as the trade deposit;

Step 3: transfer an amount of JYB equal to difference between the twelfth transaction price and the twelfth transaction service fee to JYB account of the creditor by following the transfer-in rules; upon the transaction is completed, transfer the remaining trade deposit to the JYB account for service fee of the platform subject to the transfer-in rules.

[0049] Preferably, when the thirteenth user intends to transfer the collateral balance from the settlement module 23, it needs to deposit an object amount, collateral amount or service amount which is not less than credit balance into the database 21; when the thirteenth user intends to transfer the collateral balance from the settlement module 23, it needs to deposit an object amount, collateral amount or service amount which is not less than collateral balance into the database 21; otherwise, the credit balance or collateral balance is transferred from JYB account of the thirteenth user in accordance with the transfer-in rules into the JYB account for transit of the platform.

[0050] Preferably, the settlement module 23 calculates the total amount of circulation currency received by each sub-system in a settlement cycle, the total amount of service fee received by the platform in a settlement cycle, and the total amount of JYB balance of the fourteenth user upon the settlement, and calculates the amount of circulation currency to be refunded to the fourteenth user by using the following rules and formulas:

Each circulation currency based sub-system settles each circulation currency. During the settlement, service fee denominated in JYB that is collected by the platform is prioritized.-All service fees are exchanged into the circulation currency at conversion rate, and the remaining amount of circulation currency, set as the fourteenth value, are settled with the users in question.

[0051] The amount of circulation currency to be refunded to the fourteenth user = the fourteenth value x (JYB balance of the fourteenth user / the total JYB balance of all users in trade 14); send the ID and amount of circulation currency to be refunded to the fourteenth user to the online banking server 3; when the amount of circulation currency to be refunded to the fourteenth user is positive, the online banking server 3 transfers the amount of circulation currency to the fourteenth user from the circulation currency account for transit of the platform and transfer the same to circulation currency account of the fourteenth user.

[0052] Preferably, regarding credit limit of the fifteenth user, the accumulated total amount of all objects sold in the platform within a cycle determines the increase of credit limit for the next cycle. after credit amount of the fifteenth user is transferred out, if the fifteenth user is unable to repay the amount within the preset cycle, the fifteenth user can apply for an extension; during the extension, collateral balance and credit balance of the fifteenth user are zero. JYB balance of the fifteenth user is automatically used to offset the transferred credit amount, credit balance and collateral balance of the fifteenth user cannot be recovered until the transferred credit amount is fully paid-up; upon the extension expires, if JYB balance of the fifteenth user is not used to offset the transferred credit amount, credit limit of the fifteenth user for the JYB becomes zero permanently.

[0053] Preferably, the collateral balance and credit balance transferred out by the sixteenth user is recorded as the sixteenth amount, if the sixteenth user fails to transfer the sixteenth amount within the extension in accordance with the transfer-in rules, the sixteenth user is regarded as a defaulter; then the sixteenth amount is transferred from the JYB account for service fee of the platform in the settlement module 23 as the platform’s supplementary amount and into the JYB account for transit of the platform in accordance with the transfer-in rules; the transferred sixteenth amount is not used for settlement; when the sixteenth user transfers any JYB into the platform, the sixteenth amount is automatically transferred into the JYB account for service fee in the settlement module 23 to cover the previous preset amount in accordance with the transfer-in rules.

[0054] Optionally, each user on the platform can only link one bank account. Each sub-system has a circulation currency account for deposit and a circulation currency account for service fee of the platform. Each month, each subsystem calculates the total amount of JYB and total amount of service fee by the type of circulation currency. Within a settlement cycle, service fee of each subsystem denominated in the JYB is converted to its circulation currency, and then deducted from the circulation currency account of the system. The remaining amount of circulation currency in the sub-system is then returned to all users according to the share of each user in the total amount of JYB of the sub-system. Each sub-system is operated and settlement therein is independently. Once a sub-system is developed, it is launched onto the platform.
Optionally, the circulation currency is the fiat currency of a country.

Preferably, the objects include services; and the rules applied to services traded between two parties are the same as these to physical objects.

Preferably, the objects include debts and the rules applied to debts traded between two parties are the same as these to physical objects.

Optionally, the process for collateral trade is as follows:

(1) initial stage

S1: the seller begins setting up a collateral;
S2: acquire the credit balance of user;
S3: judge if collateral value > credit balance? If yes, go to S4; if not, go to S5;
S4: acquire the collateral value from a third-party valuation report;
S5: transfer 50% of the collateral value into the JYB balance of seller; transfer 50% of the collateral value from the JYB account of the platform into the collateral balance of seller.

(2) object transaction stage

S1: the collateral is sold? If yes, go to S2; if not, go to S6; if the collateral is sold out, the platform transfers JYB of an amount equal to the collateral value from the JYB balance of buyer to the JYB balance of seller;
S2: trade price > 50% of the collateral value? If yes, go to S3; if not, go to S4;
S3: the difference between the trade amount and 50% of the collateral value is transferred into the JYB balance of seller; because the platform has paid 50% of the collateral value to the seller, it only needs to transfer the difference between the trade amount and 50% of the collateral value into the JYB balance of seller and transfer 50% of the collateral value to the JYB balance of the platform;
S4: the seller supplements the difference 50% of the collateral value and the trade price; because the platform has paid 50% of the collateral value to the seller and the trade price is lower than 50% of the collateral value, the seller needs to supplement the difference.
S5: on a bi-monthly basis, if the collateral is not sold out, collateral value is forced to be lowered by 10%, namely, price-cut;
S6: the waiting-for-sale time of the collateral is >= 1 year? If yes, go to S7; if not, go to S1;
S7: revoke the collateral and return an amount of JYB equal to 50% of the collateral value to the platform. In other words, the collateral trade gets failed. Since the platform has paid 50% of the collateral value to the seller, the seller needs to return the so obtained JYB to the platform;
S8: the trade is ended.

Preferably, when the duration for the credit balance of user is smaller than the credit limit is longer than the preset duration, set the credit balance and credit limit of user as zero.

The specific process for trade with the aid of credit balance is as follows:

S1: set the credit limit of user. In the case of an individual user, its credit limit is the sum of a certain percent of the increase of its sale volume on the platform during a year and the credit limit for a general individual; in the case of an enterprise user, its credit limit is the sum of a certain percent of the increase of its sale volume on the platform during a year and a certain percent of register capital for a general enterprise; the platform adjusts each credit limit of user with the principles each year.
S2: the credit balance of user < credit limit? Credit balance is smaller than credit limit means that the user has used its credit limit, namely, overdraft;
S3: the overdraft is paid off on time? If yes, go to S7; if not, go to S4;
S4: is an extension requested? If yes, go to S5; if not, go to S6;
S5: the overdraft is paid off before or when the extension expires? If yes, go to S7; if not, go to S6;
S6: reset the credit limit as zero and the preset amount is supplemented by the platform; in other words, the user fails to pay off the due overdraft (the platform may resort to legal actions against the user for recovery of the amount); S7: the user pays off due amount on time. In this case, the credit limit of user is maintained.

Optionally, credit rating of user on the platform may affect the increase of its credit limit. When an enterprise presets, the credit limit of enterprise becomes zero, and the permanent credit limit of the legal representative of the enterprise becomes zero; when the legal representative of the enterprise is changed while its debit is not paid off, the credit limit of the new legal representative is also zero; as soon as the debt is repaid, the credit limits for both new legal
representative and the enterprise are recovered; if the legal representative of the enterprise is not changed, the credit limit of the enterprise cannot be recovered.

[0062] Optionally, the platform can support contract trade, specifically,

1. a buyer pays a contract deposit into the JYB balance of the platform;
2. a seller can withdraw JYB to purchase objects;
3. after the contract is completed, the two parties make confirmation;
4. contract deposit is transferred into the JYB account for transit of the platform.

[0063] Optionally, the platform can support installment purchase. If the buyer can repay each installment on time, the purchased object is obtained by the buyer; if not, the object becomes a collateral and the platform can claim against the buyer.

[0064] Optionally, the platform can support installment senior care service, specifically, a senior citizen in need of senior care service can give security to the platform over any of its fixed assets for senior care as object to-be-traded by way of charge, the platform provides a JYB amount equal to 50% of the asset to the senior citizen on a monthly basis; if the senior citizen is dead, the object to-be-traded becomes collateral object, which is sold by the platform. If the sale price is higher than the collateral value, the difference is returned to the heir of senior citizen.

[0065] Optionally, the platform has the following formulas that are commonly used,

\[
\text{JYB stock} = \text{total JYB balance of all users} + \text{deposit balance of the platform in JYB} + \text{service fee balance of the platform in JYB};
\]

the deposit amount of buyer = object price + object price \times 1\% (1\% is the service fee rate);

the service fee of the platform = object price \times (1\% +1\%) (1\% is the service fee rate and service fee is imposed on two parties);

the JYB income of seller = object price - object price \times 1\% (1\% is the service fee rate);

amount of circulation currency refunded to a single user each month = \{\text{the total amount of circulation currency received by the platform (the balance of the platform in its intermediary bank) - the service fee balance of the platform in JYB} \times \text{conversion rate between the JYB and a circulation currency}\} \times \{\text{JYB balance of the single user/ total JYB balance of all users}\};

conversion rate between the JYB and circulation currency of a country = \text{comparable price of China/ comparable price of the country};

\text{comparable price} = \text{monthly average price of comparable references};
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trade surplus means cross-system JYB income > JYB expenditure;

trade deficit means cross-system JYB income < JYB expenditure;

\[ \text{preset ratio} = \frac{\text{total amount of withdrawn collateral that is not repaid on time} + \text{total amount of withdrawn credit that is not repaid on time}}{\text{total amount of withdrawal collateral + total amount of withdrawn credit}}; \]

cyclical average stock of JYB = sum of total JYB balance of all users accumulated at the end of each month through the year/12;

[0066] Optionally, the platform has the following terms that are commonly used,

1. A physical object trade means a direct trade denominated in JYB without the aid of any circulation currency on the platform. When the JYB balance is insufficient to pay the trade price, the difference could be supplemented by using a circulation currency converted at the conversion rate.

2. A debt trade means that two registered users in the platform agree to settle their debts and claims through the platform. In this case, the debtor can set its tradable stock asset as the collateral object-to-be-traded, and then withdraw an amount of JYB equal to 50% of the collateral value from the platform to repay the creditor; the creditor receives the amount of JYB; the debt relationship is terminated. The creditor may purchase goods and services it needs with the received JYB on the platform.

3. A service trade means the platform provides services permitted by laws that are settled in JYB.

4. A credit trade means an individual or enterprise can get a certain limit of JYB in accordance with the trade rules, withdraw any amount from the limit to purchase goods and services it needs.

5. A general object is an object that can be sold on the barter transaction platform and is equivalent to the object sold on any existing online platform.

6. A collateral object is an object traded on the platform that can be set as a collateral.

7. A tradable object is the object that can be immediately realized.

8. An object to-be-traded is a term used in two cases. First, upon any installment purchase by way of charge: the collateral is called the object-to-be-traded; when any installment is not repaid on time, the object-to-be-traded becomes a collateral object; when all installments are repaid on time, the object-to-be-traded becomes the object purchased by the buyer. Second, in senior care loan, the fixed asset used as a collateral for senior care loan is also called object-to-be-traded.

9. Generable JYB is the balance of JYB which is not withdrawn from credit limit and collateral limit.

10. Generated JYB is the JYB balance generated through trade of an object.

[0067] The present invention provides a JYB-based barter transaction platform. In the platform, trades between buyers and sellers are denominated in JYB, and goods and services purchased in the platform are settled in JYB. The JYB is a trade measuring currency instead of a circulation currency, and it cannot be directly exchanged with a circulation currency. Only when the amount of JYB is insufficient during a trade, can the difference be supplemented by a circulation currency at the conversion rate. In the case of regular settlement of a circulation currency, the platform collects the amount of the circulation currency it has received and returns it to users by conversion rate. By replacing any circulation currency, the JYB helps achieve barter trade.

[0068] In the platform, objects must be permitted by laws. Negotiable securities (e.g., stock, bond or certificate of deposit) and assets that cannot be immediately realized are not allowed to be placed on the platform.

[0069] All trades performed in each sub-system of the platform must comply with laws of the country where the subsystem is applied. Any cross-system trade must observe laws of the two countries where two parties to the trade reside in. JYB is used to measure all trades that are made in all sub-systems and governed by countries where these subsystems work.

[0070] The circulation currency mentioned in the present invention is the fiat currency of a country.

[0071] The conversion rate between the JYB and a circulation currency is based on the price ratio of each country.
and does not relate to the exchange rate of each country. The conversion rate between the JYB and RMB is 1:1, and
that between the JYB and the circulation currency of another country is based on the ratio of the price of China to the
price of such country. Platform users determine the references for price ratio by the way of voting. Number of references
for each sub-system may vary from one another. But all these references must be within the total list of references of
the platform. The conversion rate of the JYB to each circulation currency is calculated on a monthly basis. The finally
determined conversion rates are published in the platform.

[0072] Total amount of JYB is determined by sum of total credit limit and total collateral value. Increment of the amount
of JYB is determined by the volume of new trades started in a unit time. If any existing amount of existing JYB is used
into a trade again, this trade does not affect the total stock of JYB. The amount of JYB is increased due to circulation
currencies that are placed into the platform within a settlement cycle, but at the end of the cycle, circulation currencies
are returned to users and therefore offset the so increased amount of JYB. The JYB is not issued and its stock is
determined by the volume of trades instead of any human factor. Total amount of JYB does not affect price. There is
not limit for the amount of JYB, which is completely affected by trade size.

[0073] The risk related to the JYB is chiefly dependent of quantity and ratio of defaulters who fail to repay their overdrafts.
In the event of any preset, the total preset amount will be offset by the service fee collected by the platform. Optionally,
preset ratio can affect the service fee rate. Service fee rate is adjusted according to the preset ratio for a sub-system
within a cycle. Ratio of circulation currency to be collected is adjusted according to the deficit and surplus of the subsystem.
The overall operation of this platform is risk free, so is the operation of JYB. Total debt and loan on the platform level is
balanced and the platform operation is stable.

[0074] JYB is neither an issued currency nor a circulation currency. Not only including all advantages of a digital
currency, JYB but also overcomes the defects of circulation currency. During a trade, the difference between needed
and available amount of JYB may be supplemented by a circulation currency at the conversion rate. Upon settlement,
the amount of JYB which has been converted from a circulation currency is again converted back at the same conversion
rate and refunded to users. JYB is used to measure trades. It comes from and serves trades. Except for trades, any
other activity cannot generate JYB. This means JYB can be neither generated by computers, nor purchased with any
circulation currency, nor obtained in any other way. To acquire any amount of JYB, one has to trade tradable objects or
render services in the platform. This returns to the nature of trade. As a supplement and a substitute of any circulation
currency, the JYB has no debit interest. By realizing barter trade in the common shopping form, the present invention
also overcomes failure of real-time transaction and difficulty of getting urgently need objects, problems that cannot be
solved by existing online trades. Compared to online shopping, the present invention can realize real-time transaction
without the help of any circulation currency, which directly make assets profitable, effectively relieve pressures from
funds shortfall and debts on enterprise, lower trade cost, incentivize consumption force, revitalize market and help
enterprises create opportunities for economic growth.

[0075] Obviously, the embodiments only serve to clearly describe the present invention and do not limit the ways in
which the present invention is implemented. Many modification and variations of the present invention are possible for
any common technical person in this field in light of the above teachings. It is therefore not necessary to exhaustively
list all possible embodiments. Any and all obvious changes or modifications to the hereinabove description are within
the scope of the present invention.

Claims

1. A JYB (transaction currency)-based barter transaction platform, comprising multiple clients and a platform server
2, characterized in that:

the multiple clients are all connected to the platform server;
the platform server comprises a database, an object exhibition module and a settlement module;
the database stores all identity information of users and all object information;
the identity information includes the ID, name, address and contact details of each registered user;
the object information includes the physical object and its picture, specification, model, parameters, unit of
measure, quantity, price, collateral and its pictures, specification, model, parameters, unit of measure, quantity,
price, service and its unit of measure, quantity, price, names of debtor and creditor, and amount;
the object exhibition module is configured to acquire user identity information and object information from
the database and send the same to clients, and the clients display the received information in a preset
manner; and
the settlement module stores JYB accounts of users, JYB account for transit and JYB account for service
fee of the platform; the JYB account of user contains the ID, JYB balance, credit limit, credit balance, collateral
limit and collateral balance of the user; the JYB account for transit of the platform contains the JYB balance

owned by the platform; the JYB account for service fee of the platform contains service fee balance denominated in JYB of the platform.

2. The barter transaction platform according to Claim 1, characterized in that: the barter transaction platform further comprises an online banking server 3:

   the online banking server 3 is connected to the platform server 2; and
   the online banking server 3 stores the circulation currency account of user, the circulation currency account for transit and the circulation currency account for service fee of the platform; the circulation currency account of user contains the ID of the user; the circulation currency account for transit of the platform contains the platform ID and circulation currency balance of the platform; the circulation currency account for service fee of the platform contains the service fee ID.

3. The JYB-based barter transaction platform according to Claim 1 or Claim 2, characterized in that the JYB is generated in the settlement module 23 in accordance with the following rules:

   The user generates collateral balance denominated in JYB in the settlement module 23 by using the collateral tradable asset amount;
   The user generates credit balance denominated in JYB in the settlement module 23 by using its credit limit;
   The user generates JYB balance in the settlement module 23 by using the amount owed to it as a creditor; and
   The user makes up JYB difference according to the conversion rate with circulation currency and then generates JYB balance in the settlement module 23.

4. The JYB-based barter transaction platform according to any of Claim 1 to Claim 3, characterized in that the JYB transaction rules of the settlement module 23 are as follows:

   The JYB is a transaction measuring currency instead of a circulation currency, wherein the conversion rate of JYB to a circulation currency is generated in the settlement module 23 according to the price ratio of JYB reference country to other countries; the platform sets the ratio of JYB to the price of JYB reference country as 1:1; JYB cannot be directly exchanged for any circulation currency, and only when JYB is insufficient during a transaction, can the JYB difference be supplemented by any circulation currency at the conversion rate. The regular settlement in each subsystem can only be denominated in the circulation currency of the country where the subsystem is designed for. Within a settlement cycle, the subsystem service fee denominated in the JYB is converted to the circulation currency and then deducted from the circulation currency account of the subsystem. In each subsystem, the remaining amount of circulation currency in that subsystem shall be returned to users according to the share of each user in the total amount of JYB.

5. The JYB-based transaction platform according to any of Claim 1 to Claim 4, characterized in that the JYB transfer-out rules of the settlement module 23 are as follows:

   To transfer the fifth amount of JYB from JYB account of user, first it is required to judge whether JYB balance in the account is larger than or equal to the fifth amount. If so, the the fifth amount is deducted from the JYB balance; if not, the difference is deducted from the credit balance and collateral balance; when the sum of credit balance and collateral balance is insufficient, an amount of a circulation currency is exchanged to JYB at the conversion rate to cover the difference.

6. The JYB-based barter transaction platform according to any of Claim 1 to Claim 5, characterized in that the transfer-in rules in the settlement module 23 are as follows:

   To transfer the sixth amount of JYB into the JYB account of user, if the sum of credit balance and collateral balance of the account is equal to the sum of credit limit and collateral limit of the account, the sixth amount is transferred into the JYB balance of the account; if the sum of credit balance, collateral balance and the sixth amount is larger than the sum of credit limit and collateral limit, it is prioritized to increase the credit balance and collateral balance so that they are equal to credit limit and collateral balance respectively by use of the sixth amount, and the remaining part of the sixth amount is transferred to the JYB balance of the six user.

7. The JYB-based barter transaction platform according to any of Claim 1 to Claim 6, characterized in that, a barter transaction between a seller and a buyer is completed in the settlement module 23 in the following steps:

   Step 1: acquire the price of the physical object and record it as the seventh transaction price; calculate the the seventh transaction service fee with the seventh transaction price;
Step 2: transfer an amount of JYB equal to the sum of the seventh transaction price and the seventh transaction service fee from the JYB account of buyer in accordance with the transfer-out rules, and transfer the same to the JYB account for transit of the platform as the deposit;

Step 3: upon completion of the transaction, transfer an amount of JYB equal to difference between the seventh transaction price and the seventh transaction service fee from the JYB account for transit of the platform in accordance with the transfer-out rules, and transfer the same to JYB account of seller and transfer the remaining transaction deposit to the JYB account for service fee of the platform in accordance with the transfer-in rules.

8. The JYB-based barter transaction platform according to Claim 7, characterized in that, in the Step 2, when online banking server 3 judges that the eighth amount of circulation currency is transferred from the circulation currency account of user in respect of the eighth ID to the circulation currency account for transit of the platform, the online banking server 3 sends the eighth ID and the the eighth amount to the settlement module 23; the settlement module 23 transfers an amount of JYB equal to the quotient produced from division of the the eighth amount and the conversion rate into the currency account of user in respect of the user ID by following the transfer-in rules.

9. The JYB-based barter transaction platform according to any of Claim 1 to Claim 8, characterized in that, a collateral transaction between a seller and a buyer is processed in the settlement module 23 in the following steps:

10. The JYB-based barter transaction platform according to any of Claim 1 to Claim 10, characterized in that, a service transaction between a seller and a buyer is processed in the settlement module 23 in the following steps:

11. The JYB-based barter transaction platform according to any of Claim 1 to Claim 11, characterized in that, a debt transaction between a debtor and a creditor is processed in the settlement module 23 in the following steps:
12. The JYB-based barter transaction platform according to any of Claim 1 to Claim 11, characterized in that, when the thirteenth user intends to transfer the credit balance from the settlement module 23, it needs to deposit an object amount, collateral amount or service amount which is not less than the credit balance into the database 21; when the thirteenth user intends to transfer the collateral balance from the settlement module 23, it needs to deposit an object amount, collateral amount or service amount which is not less than the collateral balance into the database 21; otherwise, the credit balance or collateral balance is transferred from JYB account of the thirteenth user in accordance with the transfer-in rules into the JYB account for transit of the platform.

13. The JYB-based barter transaction platform according to any of Claim 1 to Claim 12, characterized in that, the settlement module 23 calculates the total amount of circulation currency received by each sub-system within a settlement cycle, the total amount of service fee received by the platform in a settlement cycle, and the total amount of JYB balance of the fourteenth user upon the settlement, and calculates the amount of circulation currency to be refunded to the fourteenth user by using the following rules and formulas:

- Each circulation currency based sub-system settles a circulation currency. During the settlement, service fee denominated in JYB that is collected by the platform is prioritized. All service fees are exchanged into circulation currencies at conversion rates, and the remaining amount of circulation currencies, set as the fourteenth value, are settled with the users in question.
- The amount of circulation currency to be refunded to the fourteenth user = the fourteenth value × (JYB balance of the fourteenth user / the total JYB balance of all the fourteenth users); send the ID and the amount of circulation currency to be refunded to the fourteenth user to the online banking server 3; when the amount of circulation currency to be refunded to the fourteenth user is positive, the online banking server 3 transfers the amount of circulation currency to be refunded to the fourteenth user from the circulation currency account for transit of the platform and transfers the same to circulation currency account of the fourteenth user.

14. The JYB-based barter transaction platform according to any of Claim 1 to Claim 13, characterized in that, regarding credit limit of the fifteenth user, the accumulated total amount of all objects sold in the platform within a cycle determines the increase of credit limit for the next cycle. after credit amount of the fifteenth user is transferred out, if the fifteenth user is unable to repay the amount within the preset cycle, the fifteenth user can apply for an extension; during the extension, collateral balance and credit balance of the fifteenth user are zero, JYB balance of the fifteenth user is automatically used to offset the transferred credit amount, credit balance and collateral balance of the fifteenth user cannot be recovered until the transferred credit amount is fully paid-up; upon the extension expires, if JYB balance of the fifteenth user is not used to offset the transferred credit amount, credit limit of the fifteenth user for the JYB becomes zero permanently.

15. The JYB-based barter transaction platform according to any of Claim 1 to Claim 14, characterized in that, the collateral balance and credit balance transferred out by the sixteenth user is recorded as the sixteenth amount, if the sixteenth user fails to transfer the sixteenth amount within the extension in accordance with the transfer-in rules, the sixteenth user is regarded as a defaulter; then the sixteenth amount is transferred as the supplementary amount of the platform from the JYB account for service fee of the platform in the settlement module 23 to the JYB account for transit of the platform in accordance with the transfer-in rules; the transferred the sixteenth amount is not used for settlement; when the sixteenth user transfers any amount of JYB into the platform, the sixteenth amount is automatically transferred into the JYB account for service fee in the settlement module 23 to cover the previous preset amount in accordance with the transfer-in rules.
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